
The cultural properties of Hitoyoshi Kuma region have
been certified to the Agency for Cultural Affairs as
"Japan heritage".

This era is called “The 700 years of Sagara”. This era made
“Conservative and enterprising culture”.
〜Hitoyoshikuma is The richest hidden village in Japan.〜

【Introduction of the story】
The lord Sagara governed the Hitoyoshi-Kuma area during this period. This area is
surrounded by the mountains of Kyushu, which are very steep. He made great
use of the advantageous terrain and did not allow enemies to invade. He kept it
safe for 700 years, and this is why people call this era “Sagara 700 years”.
In this era, all the members of the community, from the lord to the common
people, participated in strengthening their community. Many Buddha statues, and
shrines were built and many important and enjoyable cultural traditions were
developed, like “kagura”, sacred music and dance performed at shrines. In
addition, the enterprising people of this area absorbed new foreign cultures which
led to a culture of unique foods and games, and an improved transportation
network.Throughout all of Japan, this is the only area where we even now see
and experience both a spirit of protecting traditions and innovation is alive.
Ryotaro Shiba, a famous Japanese novelist, said that “The hidden gems of these
villages are the most beautiful in Japan”.

41 cultural properties in the whole Hitoyoshi Kuma area have been
certified as Japan heritage. In this page we will introduce 11 cultural
properties out of them.

Usudaiko dance

Kuma Shinto music

Ichifusa Shrine

Ganjo Temple

Ogu Shrine
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Oikami Shrine has been protected as the
guardian god of the Sagara clan. People
call it "Oikami-san," and it has been
attracting people's worship.

It goes by the name "Neko Dera (Cat Temple)"
because this is a temple dedicated to a cat
monster that hounted The lord Sagara.

The lord Sagara used this large river to transport people and products
like rice and wood.
In the Edo era, railroad took its place but the tradition of
transportation by water has survived as river-rafting.

This is a traditional Japanese card game. In the
middle of the Edo era, The Tokugawa
government prohibited all games and it died out
in Japan except for in Hitoyoshi. Today, a
private organization based in Hitoyoshi protect it.

It seems to have been built by the Kumes, the
powerful clan in this area. It has been under the
strong spirits of protection and faith by the
Sagaras and other people. We can see the
architectures in the Medieval period, such as
halls, the principal object of worship, and stone
pagodas.

It's said that this game is the root of "rock-
paper-scissors." When it's played over drinks,
the loser has to drink Shochu (distilled spirits).
Some people like drinking, so they lose on
purpose to drink Shochu.
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